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Turning Up Roses,
Veggies & Kimchi
Organic Growers School Programs Prep Farmers for Success

By Bob Cohen
biltmorebeacon.com

I

Fortunately, for residents in
the Southern Appalachian region, the Organic Growers
School (OGS), now in its 30th
year, is available to support
farmers at all levels. Whether
you have never planted a single
crop or have an ongoing farming business, OGS has as program for you.
For those with no farming experience, the entry point is the
Farm Dreams program. This

n 1965, CBS aired a successful comedy called
“Green Acres” that told
the story of a successful New
Yorker, Oliver Wendell Douglas (played by Eddie Albert) and
his wife, Lisa (played by Eva
Gabor), as they tried to become
farmers. For six seasons, we followed their missteps On TV,
it was funny; in real life, no so
School continues on 4A
much.

Organic Growers School programs offer hands-on workshops on everything from soil to seedlings and apprenticeships to crops.

Low Taxes Keep NC Ripe for Business Recruitment
North Carolina now has one of
the most broad-based and competitive tax structures for business in the
United States, according to a recent
Location Matters survey and newly
released white paper from the Tax
Foundation and KPMG LLP.
The Location Matters study, released in May, compared overall tax
costs among businesses of different
types in all 50 states while the white
paper follows that report to provide
a detailed look at the factors behind
North Carolina’s strong finish.
According to the white paper,
major tax reforms initiated in 2013
contributed significantly toward
boosting the state’s economy and

eliminated what had been a major
barrier to growth.
During the seven years that followed, the state’s GDP rose 9.5%, exceeding the 9% national average. The
state’s economy also has risen from
41st a decade ago to first today as a
category of CNBC’s “America’s Top
States for Business.” North Carolina
also ranks first overall on Forbes’
“Best States for Business.” Additionally, North Carolina has experienced
the third-highest net migration in the
nation, following Texas and Florida.
What’s made North Carolina so tax
competitive for businesses?
Lowest corporate income tax:
North Carolina went from the high-

est corporate income tax rate in the
Southeast to now the lowest in the
country at 2.5%. It also now ranks
third nationally for lowest overall tax
rates among newly established companies that are both privately and
publicly held, and fifth for best overall rates among mature privately and
publicly held businesses, according
to the Location Matters study.
Low commercial property taxes:
North Carolina has low commercial
property taxes compared to neighboring states such as South Carolina
and Tennessee and, unlike Georgia
and Virginia, North Carolina does
not include business inventory in its
property tax base.

“Changes to North Carolina’s corporate tax structure were not the sole
reason for North Carolina becoming
more competitive for business, but it
was certainly a crucial part of it,” said
Gary J. Salamido, president and CEO
of the North Carolina Chamber. “Reforms to unemployment insurance tax
laws have also allowed North Carolina to quickly pay off a growing federal debt, reducing a debt-inflated federal UI tax on employers and restoring
solvency to the state’s UI system.
Tax reform has been a game changer
in terms of attracting new companies to our state, and it’s also helped
Taxes continues on 5A

